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Priestly Scriptures and the Shamanic
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Thresholds are the locus classicus of anthropological theorizing on rites of passage, but
in this chapter, I set out to conceptualize the threshold as a shapeshifting space in its
own right. To this end, I draw upon my ethnography of the Nuosu, a Tibeto-Burman
group of Southwest China, whose priestly and shamanic practices unfold through
cosmological passages and within threshold spaces that simultaneously separate and
encompass the world(s) around them (cf. Handelman 1992, 1998, 2006; Lash 2012).
I do not mean to offer an alternative approach to the ritual process here. Instead, I
propose that the threshold has a more elastic and expansive heuristic quality to it
than anthropologists often realize. Beyond its celebrated role as the space of transition
within a ritual passage, the threshold may alternately bring together and disperse
diverse beings in the cosmos.
The Nuosu, who are the subjects of this chapter, reside in the temperate
Liangshan (Cool Mountain) highlands of Yunnan and Sichuan provinces, where
they are also known by their Chinese ethnonym of Yi, an umbrella term that
encompasses multiple ethnic groups across the nation’s southwest. My fieldwork
among Nuosu has been conducted mostly in the Ninglang Yi Autonomous County
of Yunnan, hereafter referred to in Nuosu as Niplat, where I spent much of my time
in the company of local priests, shamans, ethnohistorians, and anthropologists.
While Nuosu consider that their “traditional” life revolves around agriculture,
animal husbandry, and forestry, their religion may be described as animist with
some Daoist elements. Both their everyday life and rituals require navigating a
multiplicity of thresholds.
Typically, Nuosu consider a threshold (moptup ꃀꄳ) to be the raised wooden board
or stone sill positioned at the base of their household doorways. However, their notion
I would like to thank Diana Espírito Santo and Matan Shapiro for inviting me to contribute to this
volume. This chapter is part of a project that has received funding from the European Research
Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant
agreement no. 856543).
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of thresholds extends far beyond this to include doorways to the household and its
livestock pens, entranceways to courtyards and prestigious vocations, gateways to
various strata of the heavens, pathways to and within the wilderness that are crossed
by wily ghosts or spirits, cosmological passages along which spirit helpers travel to
religious specialists, and ritual passages to be traversed when training to become a
priest (bimox ꀘꂾ), male shaman (sunyit ꌠꑊ), or female shaman (mopnyit ꃀꑊ). The
Nuosu world and wider cosmos is thus replete with thresholds, some of which are
invisible, dangerous, or not meant to be crossed. Many Nuosu are familiar with the
Chinese equivalent term for a threshold (menkan 门槛), which among the Han ethnic
majority refers to a doorsill or step, but is also idiomatic for a “knack,” “trick,” and in
particular a “bartering” threshold, where back-and-forth negotiations are undertaken
to obtain something for a cheaper price. Ambiguous, hidden, and even tricksterlike qualities therefore pervade both Nuosu and wider Chinese imaginaries of the
threshold, which range from the prosaic doorsill to the abstract vision of a portal
on a journey or the broker’s transactions in a marketplace. Nowhere, though, are the
hidden ambiguities of thresholds more apparent among Nuosu than in the crafts of
their religious specialists, which harness the powers of priestly scriptures and the
shamanic wilderness.
In this chapter, I set out to show ethnographically that thresholds take the form
of shapeshifting spaces or cosmological passages within the Nuosu world. I start
with a very brief discussion of the classic anthropological literature on thresholds,
ritual passages, and liminality before turning to some contemporary studies of
recursivity, their connections to my own findings, and related works on Inner Asia, the
ethnographic region in which the Nuosu reside. From there, I move on to describe the
thresholds that Nuosu priests and shamans cross when acquiring their spirit helpers
and learning or practicing their crafts. Since it is the duty of priests and shamans to
help ordinary persons navigate a world filled with ghosts, illnesses, and other troubles,
I turn to a discussion of Nuosu exorcisms, which are highly common rituals that are
often composed of multiple stages and thresholds. My argument throughout is that
thresholds are shapeshifting spaces that respond to the pressures of what lie within and
outside of them. To underscore this point, I provide one poignant case study featuring
the Nuosu priest I call Fijy, who recounted to me his experience of responding to the
pressures of spirit helpers and ghosts. Fijy’s experience suggests that spirit possession
among Nuosu is itself a threshold space that simultaneously separates, even as it
encompasses, the priestly and shamanic disciplines. Finally, I conclude with remarks
on the value of conceptualizing thresholds as shapeshifting spaces, some of which
unfold as cosmological passages, rather than viewing them as static, linear, and hard
boundaries that compartmentalize the world into discreet locations.

Anthropological Thresholds, the Liminal, and the Limivoid
It is common knowledge in anthropological circles that Victor Turner popularized
Arnold van Gennep’s (1960) The Rites of Passage through his lifelong study on the
social processes, passages, and performances of rituals, art, pilgrimage, and even
certain everyday experiences (Turner 1974, 1982, and 1986; see also Thomassen 2014,
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78–88). Turner (1967, 97) built upon van Gennep to show that when persons cross
the margin, limen, or threshold of a ritual, they have no specific mode of selfhood, but
are “betwixt and between” their old selves and the social status and position that they
have yet to acquire from their ritual passage. In the wake of Turner, anthropologists
have often conceptualized the changes that persons (and many other beings) undergo
when crossing a threshold as products of liminality, transition, instability, ambiguity,
flow, and even recursivity (although see Bloch 1992, 1–23). Going a step further,
some anthropologists have suggested (not always in direct dialogue with Turner) that
entire cosmologies may unfold in recursive ways, too (Handelman and Shulman 1997;
Espírito Santo 2009, 2013 and 2016; Holbraad 2012).
Revealingly, recursivity is a key theme within Nuosu myth-historical accounts
of the world and wider cosmos. Nuosu hold that more than one creation moment
gave rise to today’s humans and animals, who having been the successors to an
earlier population of proto-beings, were later almost wiped out by a flood sent
by the sky god, Ngetit Guxnzy (Bender, Aku Wuwu, and Jjivot Zopqu 2019, xxiv,
lxviii–lxxiii; Bender 2008, 29–32). Only by joining forces with animal friends did
humans survive and ultimately propagate themselves into the future. Accordingly,
Nuosu consider that, from ancient times to the present, humans have responded
to the incidental, accidental, deliberate, hidden, and serendipitous vicissitudes of
daily life, which are shaped not only by the whims of the sky god or forces of
nature such as the sun, but also by the interactions of ancestral spirits, mountain
spirits, guardian spirits, ghosts, spirit helpers, humans, animals, insects, and a
multiplicity of other beings. These myriad beings make for a complex world that
priests and shamans often manage by sending spirits, ghosts, and human souls
along the paths that would be of greatest assistance to their clients. But to perform
these feats, they must summon their spirit helpers from the heavens, wilderness,
or some other location to the living environments of their clients, which serve as
the threshold spaces for many rituals. The person’s living environment is often
referred to as “one’s own position in the world” (cyp njuo dde jjo dde ꋍꐺꅉꐥꅉ),
which, among other things, encompasses his or her household and guardian
spirits (Swancutt 2021, 20). Priests and shamans must also summon the client’s
guardian spirits to join forces with their own spirit helpers. Thus, they conduct
their work in threshold spaces and along cosmological passages that separate,
and simultaneously encompass, the living environments of their clients and the
environments of spirits, lost souls, and ghosts.
Notably, these threshold spaces respond not only to the pressures of the various
beings that occupy them—including priests, shamans, clients, and sacrificial animals—
but also to the pressures of the spirit helpers, ghosts, and human souls that enter and exit
them during a ritual. When put under pressure, the Nuosu ritual purview shapeshifts in
ways that may cause the living environments of human beings, the wilderness, and even
the heavens to overlap. But this overlapping is not exclusive to rituals. Everyday Nuosu
life is also filled with moments in which persons inadvertently enter threshold spaces
that separate, even as they simultaneously encompass, human habitations and the
wilderness. Errands undertaken in villages and the outskirts of cities, such as collecting
firewood, shepherding livestock, hunting game, and traveling across a stretch of forested
land to visit relatives and friends or reach one’s fields, are all activities that can lead
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persons and their domesticated animals into threshold spaces or along cosmological
passages where they may inadvertently cross paths with ghosts or spirits.
Certain newer theorizations of ritual passages and everyday journeys across the
landscape suggest that, within Inner Asia, it is not uncommon for the wilderness to
be conceptualized as a kind of threshold space or cosmological passage. Morten Axel
Pedersen shows that Darhad Mongols (and Mongolians more broadly) distinguish
between places of human habitation and the “void” of the wilderness that lies beyond
it (2007, 315). He observes that the Mongolian cosmos is composed of “many parallel
worlds” that persons routinely navigate for herding, hunting and other purposes
(Pedersen 2007, 316, emphasis in the original). Crossing the void of the wilderness
offers opportunities to harness the powers of renewal, as persons make offerings to
safeguard against the latent dangers that it routinely presents “as an unmarked territory,
at particular junctures, or rather along specific paths (güidel) or tracks (zam) of which
the social life of humans and nonhumans occur” (Pedersen 2007, 316). Notably, when
Mongols relocate to fresh pastures as part of their seasonal nomadic movement,
they carry items of veneration and, upon arrival, quickly imbue their new places of
habitation with the protection of local spirits that separate them from the surrounding
wilderness, even as they harness and encompass its powers (Humphrey 1995, 142–9).
New pastures and camps thus become the spiritual centers of the moment until it
is time to move on again across a terrain that is often conceptualized as vast and,
by human standards, empty. Building upon Deleuze and Guattari’s (2004/1992)
study of “nomadology,” Pedersen further proposes that Mongols juxtapose the
“deterritorialised” backdrop of the void to “a ‘reterritorialised’ grid across which the
different nomadic units (persons, households) are moving, or rather jumping, from
one point to the next” (Pedersen 2007, 317). Given this, he suggests that Mongolian
nomadic movement unfolds “as a sort of intervalic leaping” between pastures in
which the person is “abruptly ‘jolted’ from one singularity to another within the great
nomadic void (as a trampolinist)” (ibid.).
There is a sense in which this crossing of the Mongolian wilderness resembles the
crossing of a threshold in a rite of passage, sensu Turner (1967 and 1969). Just as the
ritual passage ideally culminates with a new selfhood and reentrance into everyday
society, so the nomadic journey concludes with a resumption of everyday life in more
abundant pastures. But the fruits of crossing the void suggest that more is at stake
here. Caroline Humphrey and Hürelbaatar Ujeed (2012, 164) point to the “freedom
from limitation” that Mongols seek to obtain when beckoning good fortune after
moving to a new encampment. Drawing upon Pedersen (2007), they describe these
travels through the void as “acts of ‘going beyond’ social personhood [which] do not
frighten the Mongols” because they are meant “to be attained by a subjectivity that
temporarily forgets the socially bounded self ” (Humphrey and Ujeed 2012, 164).
Key to the analysis here is the act of remembering (and then finding) the socially
bounded self at a later point in a space that is separated from, even as it encompasses,
the energy of the void. In my observation, both Nuosu and Mongols hold in common
their responsive approach to threshold spaces, from which they seek to harness the
best of both their living environments and the surrounding wilderness (Swancutt
2007, 245–7 and 2012a, 268).
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But what about cases in which no return to the everyday is in fact meant to happen?
Bjørn Thomassen describes Euro-American extreme sports and thrill-seeking
ventures, such as bungee-jumping, which entice persons to leap into the “limivoid”
and escape everyday life through “the inciting of near-death experiences, a jump into
nothingness, [and] a desperate search for experience in a world of ontological excess”
(2014, 16, see also 169). In contrast to the intervalic leaping of Mongolian nomads (à
la Pedersen 2007, 317) or the liminality and “liminoid” qualities of performance (sensu
Turner 1982), those who leap into the limivoid explicitly seek “out-of-the-ordinary”
lifestyles (Thomassen 2014, 169). Their leaps are not meant to effect any change or
resume everyday life within the social order precisely because their “jump is into a void
which is simply … a bottomless void with no other meaning” (Thomassen 2014, 188).
No exact counterpart to this exists in the Nuosu world, although I show later in this
chapter that Nuosu ghosts come close to experiencing the limivoid when wandering
through the wilderness. Eventually, though, these ghosts seek out the food, warmth,
and living environments of human homes. Let us, then, consider how persons, spirits,
animals, and other beings respond to the pressures exerted upon the Nuosu world, and
in particular, the threshold spaces that priests and shamans navigate.

SB

Priestly and Shamanic Thresholds
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Learning and practicing the priestly or shamanic crafts requires Nuosu to cross myriad
more thresholds than they would do in the course of daily life. Particularly important
to this work is the religious specialist’s summoning of spirit helpers to the threshold
space of a divination, ritual, or other healing session, where they can lend their support.
The Nuosu anthropologist Jiarimuji pointed out to me that the term for spirit helpers
(wasa ꊂꌒ) is composed of two words: wa (ꊂ), which means at the back of or behind a
person, and sa (ꌒ), which refers to either a very happy, good, and comfortable feeling
or a secret and typically unseen spirit. After summoning their spirit helpers along
the cosmological passages that connect the heavens or wilderness to the threshold
space of their craft, priests and shamans often feel their spirit helpers hovering near to
their backs, shoulders, necks, and above their heads. There are, though, some notable
differences between priests and shamans. Priests must be men, members of specific
priestly lineages, and willing to learn scriptures, whereas shamans can be men or
women from any lineage and do not read scriptures. This may give the impression that
the priestly vocation is built upon a more set repertoire than the shamanic craft. But
a closer look reveals that priests often intersperse their formulaic chants with creative
and imaginative approaches to spirit possession, which enable them, like shamans, to
see ghosts. Conversely, shamans rely upon the powers and inspiration brought to them
by their spirit helpers, who inform their ritual exegeses that often resemble the chants
of priests.
When Nuosu explain the differences between priests and shamans, they often
start by saying that priests are more powerful because they hold an esteemed position
or “seat” (nyix dde ꑋꅉ) in society and hone their craft over the course of a lifetime.
Keeping track of priestly teaching lines is common. Thus, when Fijy was my fieldwork
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host in Niplat in 2007, he told me that he had traced his own mentorship back to the
earliest priests, who in popular Nuosu understanding lived around 4,000 years ago.
At the heart of the priest’s vocation are the scriptures that they learn to read, write,
and interpret from their mentors. While Nuosu often learn something of the priestly
vocation from their fathers, they are expected to train under a mentor from outside of
their immediate family, such as an uncle or a priest from a different lineage. During
their training, priests cross three specific thresholds of learning that are marked by the
gifts they give their mentors, starting with a new suit of clothes gifted at the start of their
training, followed by a fine horse gifted upon its completion, and culminating with the
slaughter of an ox at their mentor’s funeral, which the students of a priest perform free
of charge out of reverence for the mentorship they received. These gifts are enumerated
in a saying that Jiarimuji and my other Nuosu research partners have shared with me:
“The priest gifts a suit of clothes when entering [his apprenticeship], he gifts a horse
when graduating [from it], and he gifts an ox at the death [of his mentor]” (bi vur
hlat cup, bi jjie mu ma, bi sy le jix; ꀘꃹꆞꋇ, ꀘꐞꃅꂷ, ꀘꌦꇌꏡ). This emphasis on the lifelong
learning of priests resonates with the expectation that they become increasingly
powerful with the passing of time, as they expand and refine their knowledge of the
scriptures. Still, priests who are quick to acquire their talents may become popular
early in life. Especially talented priests grow their reputations by crossing thresholds
of learning time and again, facilitated by mentors, self-taught study, and the holding
of rituals in which they calmly chant scriptures and invoke their priestly spirit helpers
(bimox wasa ꀘꂾꊂꌒ).
By contrast, the shaman’s vocation is built upon the powers of spirit helpers that
descend upon them suddenly from the wilderness, making them behave wildly while
sometimes speaking non-intelligible language that resembles the speech of animals.
When shamans are possessed by spirit helpers and imbued with the qualities of the
wilderness for the first time, they often display powers that are so spectacularly raw
and wild as to be overwhelming and even potentially dangerous to themselves. Many
Nuosu relish witnessing these awe-inspiring displays of newfound shamanic powers,
which bring them into proximity with the void of the wilderness—even if this means
that they need to steer clear of a shaman who runs fast enough to literally climb the
walls of the home.
To practice effectively, shamans must undergo the ritual for spirit helpers (wasa hlo
ꊂꌒꆦ), which is a kind of initiation held by a priest. This ritual makes any dangerous
spirit helpers, such as the shaman’s ancestors who died in youth, into tamer beings.
Both the spirit helpers of male shamans (sunyit wasa ꌠꑊꊂꌒ) and the spirit helpers of
female shamans (mopnyit wasa ꃀꑊꊂꌒ) are often traced in some way to actual ancestors
who may have died in adolescence, while still childless, which prevented them from
entering the ancestral heavens (Shypmu Ngehxat ꏃꃅꉬꉎ). Adolescent ancestors reside
in the wilderness as unfulfilled and dangerous spirit beings until they descend upon
a shaman as spirit helpers. Shamans, however, may trace their spirit helpers to a wide
variety of sources. Some shamanic spirit helpers were ancestors who lived a good
and full life, during which they obtained outstanding skills and accomplishments.
These more fortunate ancestors received the funeral and post-mortuary rites that
enabled them to enter the ancestral heavens but chose to leave their skills behind
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in the wilderness for posterity. Once decoupled from an ancestor, skills take the
form of spirit helpers that may suddenly descend upon a person, making him or
her a shaman. Notably, the skills of a spirit helper are diverse and not necessarily
iconic of the shaman’s craft. They can range from expertise in religious practice to
mastery of other techniques, such as women’s embroidery or the cadre’s facility for
administration, politics, and bookkeeping. It is therefore not uncommon for Nuosu
shamans to acknowledge Han Chinese cadres as their spirit helpers, who bring them
leadership skills, political acumen, bureaucratic clout, and a penchant for literacy that
is not only associated with Chinese officials but marks them out as persons with a
presumed mixed heritage.
Tellingly, any Nuosu person who is known (or suspected) to have non-Nuosu
ancestry, and particularly bloodlines traceable to the Han, is considered to be a member
of the lower ranks of Nuosu society, which were composed of slaves and serfs until
the Democratic Reforms of 1956–7 (Ch. minzhu gaige 民主改革). Former slaves with
Han ancestry were also appointed as village cadres during the Chinese land reform
and collectivization campaigns that unfolded in Nuosu areas, with some of these
slaves becoming the shamanic spirit helpers of today. Many spirit helpers from the
wilderness, then, evoke ethnic otherness, the slave-like characteristics of non-Nuosu
persons, and the threshold spaces that former slaves and persons of slave descent still
must routinely cross as members of Nuosu society who, as Ann Maxwell Hill and
Eric Diehl observe, remain “somehow outside the system” (2001, 54). Beyond this,
both shamans and priests refer to their ritual implements as spirit helpers, which are
imbued with the might of their ancestors and typically made from materials gathered
from the wilderness, such as wood, bamboo, and in the case of shamanic drums, the
hides of animals. Finally, “guardian spirit spirit helpers” (jjyp lup wasa ꐰꇑꊂꌒ) that take
the form of wild animals, or more commonly a pair of wild animals such as two white
tigers or two boars, may assist shamans and occasionally priests or laypersons—albeit
usually in less powerful ways than the spirit helper that is traced to an ancestor.
Nuosu consider the wild qualities of shamanic spirit helpers to be both an asset and
a liability. This is because the shaman’s powers are at their peak when spirit helpers
first travel to them along a cosmological passage from the wilderness. In these early
days, the threshold space between the shaman’s own living environment and that of
the wilderness overlaps significantly. However, both shamans and their spirit helpers
start to lose their wildest and most potent qualities after the ritual for spirit helpers.
I have often heard Nuosu say that shamans’ powers diminish significantly within two
to three years of practice. Although some shamans may receive new spirit helpers that
spontaneously descend upon them from the wilderness, this usually does not enable
them to fully regain their former powers. What makes shamans most potent, then, is
their ability to become possessed by—even as they simultaneously control—the rawest
powers of the wilderness. Nonetheless, Nuosu also admire renowned shamans who
have practiced for many years and still manage to evoke something of their original
strength.
Altogether, then, the priest’s and shaman’s crafts can be understood in terms of
the cosmological passages from which they acquire their expertise and the threshold
spaces in which they practice. Despite the varied prospects and possibilities that priests
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and shamans face, they routinely summon their spirit helpers from various locations,
such as the heavens or wilderness, to the ritual purview. Once joined by their spirit
helpers, they take a similar approach to rituals that unfold within a shapeshifting
threshold space, which is the subject to which we now turn.
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One chief duty of priests and shamans is to help ordinary persons navigate a world
replete with thresholds, which, I suggest, resemble the “Moebius surface” as discussed
by Don Handelman in his study of ritual “framing” (2006, 578–81). Perhaps the simplest
kind of Mobius surface is the strip of paper fastened into a loop, but with a single
twist in it. Whenever put under pressure, a Mobius Strip changes shape, responding
either to what has filled it from the inside or what has squeezed it from the outside.
Scott Lash therefore calls the Mobius Strip a “topological figure” that will “deform”
whenever it is made to encompass or exclude various activities within its bounds (2012,
264). My argument is that, like a Mobius Strip, each of the multiple threshold spaces
and cosmological passages within the Nuosu world and wider cosmos shapeshift in
response to the pressures exerted within and outside of them. These thresholds and
passages are full, active, and hyper-mobile spaces, rather than linear doorways or hard
boundaries that compartmentalize the world into discreet and static locations.
Exorcisms, which Nuosu routinely hold within the home, provide a clear example of
how priests or shamans, their clients, spirit helpers, and ghosts all put pressure on the
threshold space of a ritual. Many exorcisms are composed of a set of three or six rites,
for which priests and shamans (often with the help of their clients) obtain plants from
the nearby wilderness, which are used to mark out the roads that ghosts should follow
when leaving the home. Some exorcisms also involve lining the doorsill of the home,
or even the entire doorway, with lengths of thread that bring them sharply into focus.
Spirit helpers are summoned at the start of an exorcism to travel along cosmological
passages from the heavens, wilderness, or some other place to join the ritual. Having
positioned themselves at the back of the priest or shaman, spirit helpers then facilitate
the process of luring ghosts into the ritual purview with attractive offerings or effigies
that typically are daubed with sacrificial meat and blood. The threshold space of the
ritual becomes increasingly filled not only with the religious specialist, his or her spirit
helpers, clients, sacrificial animals, effigies, chanting, and the often militant forms of
weaponry used to expel ghosts (such as ploughshares heated until they become redhot in the fire), but also the ghosts who set out to subvert their efforts by entering
and exiting the ritual purview at whim, hiding in unexpected corners of the home,
and generally seeking to destabilize (if not deform) the ritual purview to avoid being
exorcized from it (see Swancutt 2015, 152–5). Long battles that last upward of 48 hours
straight between priests or shamans and ghosts are not uncommon, in which they
continually respond to the pressures they put on each other.
Now in theory, these battles may lead to fleeting moments of what Diana Espírito
Santo and Matan Shapiro (this volume) call “no-alterity,” which evokes the structural
paradox of simultaneity. In this dramatic condensation of space-time, any sense of
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alterity—including the distinction between self and other that sets shamans apart from
their spirit helpers—implodes so that nothing can be anticipated in advance. Among
Nuosu, moments of no-alterity are not desired, but they are common among shamans
before they have completed the ritual for spirit helpers. Similarly, these moments can
also arise if priests or shamans fail to control their effigies, thus allowing ghosts to
imbue the effigies with their presence and effectively transform them into platforms
from which to stage a surprise counterattack (Swancutt 2015, 136–7). These dangerous
scenarios are ones that priests and shamans, assisted by their spirit helpers, take care to
avoid. By watching out for ghosts that clamber into, across, over, and through the ritual
purview of an exorcism, priests and shamans seek to prevent them from sabotaging it.
Once ghosts are within reach of being exorcized, priests and shamans expel them
across the thresholds of the client’s household, courtyard, and livestock pens. This
nesting of thresholds within the Nuosu exorcism reveals its fractal, or self-scaling
qualities. After the ghosts have been expelled, the lost souls of each client who is
present—and sometimes the souls of their livestock too—are called back across these
same thresholds (see Swancutt 2012b, S105, see also S113 and Swancutt 2012c, 63).
Yet despite the long and arduous labor of exorcisms, they only ever achieve temporary
results because ghosts cannot be killed. Nuosu are often quick to point out that
whenever ghosts leave a household, they wander in the nearby wilderness for a while
before moving on to another household, which eventually will require its own exorcism.
Any home that is freed of ghosts will inevitably be invaded by them again in the future.
Seen in this light, the Nuosu world unfolds as a threshold space unto itself, in
response to the ghosts that have no stable position within it. Ghosts spend much of
their existence as vagabonds in the wilderness, teaming up, disbanding, and joining
one another again as erstwhile companions in their mostly limivoid existence, sensu
Thomassen (2014, 16). Having said this, no one can force a ghost to leap permanently
into a limivoid or disappear forever. Priests, shamans, and ordinary Nuosu alike
concede that exorcized ghosts are doomed to wander into human homes, courtyards,
and livestock pens in search of food, shelter, and clothing—bringing illness and other
troubles in their wake. Conversely, ghosts may harm persons and domestic animals
when they travel through the wilderness, often by trapping their souls beneath stones
so that they cannot return to their owners without a soul-calling ritual. But it is not
only ghosts that are a cause for concern; mountain spirits can cause illnesses including
madness when angered, particularly when trees within their range of the wilderness
are felled. Nuosu do not have much other choice than to keep alert to these dangers,
which may put pressure on their living environments and the wilderness until they
literally shapeshift (as happens, for example, when new prohibitions on felling trees are
introduced due to a particularly aggressive mountain spirit).

The Most Difficult Threshold to Anthropologize
So far, I have shown that Nuosu priests and shamans set out to manage both the
threshold spaces in which they practice their crafts and the cosmological passages
that connect their clients’ living environments to the wilderness. Each of these spaces
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shapeshift and overlap with one another. I now want to go further by suggesting
that what anthropologists sometimes gloss as “spirit possession” also unfolds as a
shapeshifting threshold among Nuosu, thereby adding an extra layer of complexity to
the routine distinctions they draw between priests and shamans.
As Fijy explained, nearly every priestly spirit helper had in life been a priest himself,
who properly received each of his death rites and now assists in the priestly vocation.
When invoked, priestly spirit helpers travel along cosmological passages from one
of three locations where they tend to reside: the household grounds of their own
descendants where they enhance the fertility of the home, the ancestral heavens where
the deceased are sent during funerals and post-mortuary rituals, and the spirit capsule
(maddu ꂷꅍ) that contains an effigy of the deceased and is hidden in a secret cliffside
crevice during the final post-mortuary ritual. Each of these locations—along with the
scriptures and implements that certain spirit helpers inhabit—can be understood as the
living environments of priestly spirit helpers. There is, though, ambiguity surrounding
just how wild of a place the cliffside crevice happens to be. On the one hand, it is
especially selected as a dry place that will protect the spirit capsule from damp,
disturbance, and destruction by animals or the weather. Its secret location conceals the
whereabouts of an entire lineage’s spirit capsules, which, as Fijy glossed in Chinese, is a
collective “graveyard” (mudi 墓地) for the dead that is in some sense analogous to the
ancestral heavens. Yet on the other hand, the cliffside crevice is part of the wilderness.
Priestly spirit helpers thus may bring with them the powers of the heavens, the fertile
home, the lineage, and certain qualities of the wilderness that are closely aligned with
the ancestors residing in the afterlife.
Two related approaches to spirit possession are thus facilitated by the qualities
of the spirit helpers that priests and shamans invoke. Priests typically take a calm,
controlled, and measured approach to their craft, in which they chant scriptures in
an ideally sonorous, clear, aesthetically pleasing, and powerful voice. Notably, they do
not lose their own human and priestly perspectives when practicing their craft. Nuosu
views on the priestly vocation are also influenced by the field of “bimo studies” (Ch.
bimo xue 毕摩学), which emerged during the early 1980s as a new form of scholarship
on Nuosu priestly religion (Kraef 2014). Collaborative scholarship between Nuosu
ethnohistorians and priests has since propounded the view that priests draw their
powers predominantly from the scriptures and therefore cannot see ghosts during
rituals, even if they are aware that they lurk in the recesses and doorways of the home.
Shamans, by contrast, are renowned for being able to see ghosts. They source their
own abilities to their comparatively wild spirit helpers, some of which reside within
their drums, bells with fabric tassels, and homemade wooden dowsing rods—all
items that have become iconic of shamans across Siberia and Inner Asia (see Oppitz
1998). But while Nuosu shamans may adopt the perspectives of their spirit helpers,
they simultaneously strive to retain their human perspectives. This is because the
shamans who lose their human perspectives usually hold spectacular but ineffective
rituals, in which they communicate through the wild animal language of their spirit
helpers. Many Nuosu are quick to point out that shamans need to communicate in
human language that can be understood not only by their human clients, but by
the ghosts and other unwanted spirits that they seek to expel them from the home.
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It is also desirable for shamans to have sonorous, clear, aesthetically pleasing, and
powerful voices.
Let us now consider my case study on Fijy, which suggests that spirit possession
among Nuosu is itself a threshold space that separates, even as it encompasses, the
priestly and shamanic disciplines. On more than one occasion, Fijy told me that he
freely draws upon his priestly expertise and the typically shamanic ability of seeing
ghosts, which gives him a certain special control over the ways in which ritual events
unfold. Fijy told me this even though he has never practiced as a shaman or received
shamanic spirit helpers from the wilderness. He explained that it is possible for some
persons to master both the priestly and shamanic crafts, in which case they become a
“shaman-priest mix” (nyit bi ssut ꑊꀘꌼ). However, Fijy declared that this was not the
case for him, while assuring me in a jovial and swaggering manner that he can see
ghosts without being a shaman because he is an especially powerful priest. Describing
how ghosts lurk in the shadows near to the household threshold, Fijy added that they
look dishevelled, dirty, and pathetic. Often dressed in rags, ghosts hope not to be
noticed or exorcized. A ghost’s appearance, then, reflects its own efforts to access the
food and warmth of the home without anyone noticing. With a theatrical flair, Fijy
asked whether I might wonder how he can see ghosts enter the threshold space of a
ritual using both the priestly and shamanic modes of vision.
Offering me his own solution to this puzzle, Fijy reminded me that every shaman
must undergo the ritual for spirit helpers that is conducted by a priest. He added
that he had once led this ritual, which illustrates the priest’s ability to see ghosts and
spirits, for a male shaman who was an important leader in his home village. The ritual
requires that the priest launches an elaborate exercise for taming the shaman’s new
spirit helpers. To this end, the priest prepares three cups of distilled white liquor: one
that is dirty, another that is clean, and a third that is part dirty, part clean. However,
the priest conceals his preparation of the cups so that when he instructs the shaman
to collect his “drink,” the shaman is forced to rely upon his or her new spirit helpers to
guide the way to the clean cup. After drinking from the clean cup, the shaman proceeds
to the next phase of the ritual, which requires mustering all the verve and power of the
wilderness to collect “food.” Assisted by spirit helpers, the shaman must bite the neck
of a sacrificed sheep that has been laid out on the floor—and then using only his or
her teeth—must swing the whole sheep onto his or her back, without using his or her
hands, feet, or anything else. Revealingly, just as the shaman requires the aid of spirit
helpers to complete this feat of carrying off food with the strength and style of a wild
animal, so the priest must be able to see the spirit helpers himself if he is to officiate
at this ritual. A priest must see how the new spirit helpers interact with the shaman to
judge whether they have been rendered tame enough to provide the proper assistance
for the future. Accordingly, Fijy declared that priestly sight is superior to that of the
shaman-in-training, who relies upon the priest to harness his or her shamanic spirit
helpers for the first time. Triumphantly, Fijy added that no equivalent rite exists in
which a shaman helps the priest to master his spirit helpers.
Having piqued my curiosity, I asked Fijy what it is like for him to hold rituals and
if he could sense his spirit helpers working with him. Fijy assured me that he could,
telling me that when summoning his spirit helpers, he can feel them arrive. They
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appear at Fijy’s back and, as he gets further involved in chanting scriptures, they rise
up to his shoulders where they hover for a moment before continuing up his neckline
until they reach just above his head, at which point they arch ever so slightly forward
and overhang him. As his spirit helpers move, they create frisson, making Fijy’s hair
at the back of his neck and on his head stand up slightly. By sensing the arrival and
growing presence of his spirit helpers, Fijy knows not only when they have entered the
threshold of his craft, but also when they are expanding it with their own presence and
putting pressure on any unwanted beings, such as wily ghosts, that are competing for
space within it.
Some years later, in summer 2011, I shared Fijy’s reflections with his close friend
and occasional colleague, the ethnohistorian I call Mitsu, who was trained (among
other things) in Marxism Studies in China. As we chatted in his household courtyard
in Niplat, Mitsu appeared surprised and told me in a serious tone that it was impossible
for Fijy, as a priest, to see ghosts or spirits. Dismissing Fijy’s reflections altogether, he
assured me that priests must rely on their strength in chanting scriptures precisely
because they cannot see or sense where spirits or ghosts happen to be during a ritual.
He explained that the priest’s strategy is to summon ghosts so powerfully that they
cannot fail to enter the ritual purview, whereupon the priest, aided by his spirit
helpers, flushes them across the household threshold and out into the wilderness. Not
yet willing to give up on Fijy’s account, I asked Mitsu whether it might be the case
that for certain exceptionally powerful priests, such as Fijy, it is possible to sense the
arrival of priestly spirits and see ghosts. In bookish Chinese, Mitsu joked that Fijy
could imagine this kind of experience, as he is an extraordinary priest with a vivid
“imagination” (xiangxiang 想象). But Mitsu grew thoughtful and sober when I pushed
him with the follow-up question of whether talented priests use the imagination—
much like they use their priestly scriptures or implements, which are spirit helpers in
their own right—as a tool for sensing how a ritual unfolds. Quietly, Mitsu admitted
that the imagination may be used to access the most noumenal properties of the
cosmos. He then voiced aloud this question of wonder: “Who might know what Fijy
experiences as a priest?” Spirit possession, Mitsu conceded, requires that priests master
otherworldly experiences in imaginative ways that are perhaps never fully accessible to
ethnohistorical, ethnological, or anthropological analysis. The priest’s use of creativity
and the imagination, then, is yet another tool in his arsenal for combatting ghosts and
expelling them from the shapeshifting threshold of his own vocation.

Concluding Remarks on Threshold Spaces and
Cosmological Passages

Throughout this chapter, I have suggested that the threshold is a shapeshifting space
in its own right that simultaneously separates and encompasses the world(s) around
it. I have proposed that, like the Mobius surface discussed by Handelman (2006),
threshold spaces and cosmological passages may expand, contract, and even “deform”
à la Lash (2012) in response to the pressures that humans, spirits, ghosts, and other
beings put on them. Reconceptualizing the threshold in this way throws fresh light
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onto spirit possession, which, as Espírito Santo and Shapiro (this volume) propose,
may occasionally become a zone of “no-alterity” that collapses all distinctions between
the possessed, such as a novice Nuosu shaman, and his or her wild spirit helpers who
do the possessing. However, Nuosu priests and shamans seek to avoid the condition
of no-alterity, which prevents them from harnessing their spirit helpers, practicing
effectively, and keeping unwanted ghosts or spirits at bay.
Thus, threshold spaces and cosmological passages are important for the recursive
qualities they bring to priestly, shamanic, and everyday life. Every Nuosu person must
at times engage with the living environments of other human beings, the wilderness,
and even the heavens. It is within the threshold spaces that connect these living
environments that Nuosu engage with their ancestors, battle with ghosts, access the
energies of the wilderness, respond to the vicissitudes of daily life, and reflect upon
the legacies of their myth-history. Threshold spaces, then, do not compartmentalize
the Nuosu world and wider cosmos into discreet locations with hard boundaries;
instead, they open up myriad ways of engaging with them.
Both welcome and dangerous prospects arise from this. Just as the fluidity of
threshold spaces and cosmological passages enable Nuosu to harness their spirit helpers
and guardian spirits, while benefiting from the support of their ancestors and other
vital forces in the world such as the sun, so these same spaces and passages bring with
them wily ghosts, spirits, illnesses, and everyday troubles. Nuosu must therefore keep
alert to the subversive transgressions of ghosts that slip in and out of these threshold
spaces, unsettling and occasionally even deforming the living environments of human
beings. To protect themselves from these unwanted incursions, Nuosu invite a priest
or shaman to hold an exorcism that will force ghosts to depart from the multiple
threshold spaces of the home, exiting through its doorways, livestock pens, and the
entrance gates to the courtyard. Once expelled from the home into the wilderness,
ghosts are left to resume their wandering, which comes close to approximating a
limivoid existence, sensu Thomassen (2014). Yet since ghosts cannot be killed and
eventually reenter human homes, Nuosu must learn to live with them in the threshold
space that connects their own living environments, those of their spirit helpers, and
those of wily ghosts.
Perhaps, then, the most salient feature of threshold spaces among Nuosu is that
they enable persons to draw creative connections between priestly scriptures and
the shamanic wilderness. Assisted by their spirit helpers, creativity, and imagination,
priests like Fijy may harness the somatic skills and vision that are closely associated with
shamans, thereby gaining access to the often hidden, and unacknowledged, threshold
space between the priest’s and shaman’s craft. By working within the shapeshifting
thresholds and cosmological passages between priestly and shamanic expertise,
priests like Fijy separate their client’s living environments from void of the wilderness,
while simultaneously ushering in the energies that it brings. As Mitsu suggests, the
priest’s penchant for drawing unexpectedly upon the powers of the scriptures and
the wilderness is what makes analyzing them a uniquely challenging threshold for
anthropologists to cross.
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